LETTER TO CONFERENCE MINISTERS

Aloha mai kakou,

Upon the advice of our conference minister David Popham we are reaching out to request of your delegates to the General Synod to acquaint themselves with this resolution. Although the workshop is two hours we believe it explains two hundred years of our Christian Hawaiian history. We will provide a shorter tutorial if needed. If so please provide all contact information. We would appreciate all efforts to forward this information to your General Synod delegates.

The Association Of Hawaiian Evangelical Churches (AHEC) resolution of witness titled. “A RESOLUTION ENCOURAGING TO END 128 YEARS OF WAR BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE HAWAIIAN KINGDOM” is going to Committee at General Synod. Here is the link to our Resolution:


Our intent is to channel the heart of our tradition and speak truth to historical and current oppression. As people of faith, we hope to provide to you a critical look at where we currently stand and insights on how to be a more sustainable and equitable association through our cultural traditions. Here is the link to our YouTube workshop.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCqDt4m7To

We are aware that our resolution will first go to a committee of delegates, then to plenary and will need a vote of two-thirds of the General Synod delegates to succeed. As members of our justice-oriented UCC, we ask for your support of our resolution.

We thank you in advance for your service of ministry.

Me ka haʻahaʻa mai ke Akua mai (With humbleness from God),

Kalaniakoa N. Wilson

Kalaniakoa N. Wilson, Chairperson & Contact person for resolution
kupaaiohaima@gmail.com

On behalf of AHEC Resolution Committee:
Wendell Davis, Papa Makua AHEC, Association minister
Pualani Muraki, UCC Board Member
Ronald Fujiyoshi, Ex Moderator National PAAM
Kaleo Patterson, Resource for UCC General Synod Resolution Apology 1991